KILIMANJARO EXPEDITION

From the Offices of

WORLD CLASS CLIMB & SAFARI

SWARNER EXPEDITIONS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
CANCERCLIMBER

Join one of the top 8 most inspirational people in
history, and world renowned mountaineer, Sean
Swarner and his team for a once in a lifetime
experience.

Sean & his team address all needs &
concerns before & during the trip on an
individual basis.

Equipment lists are detailed & discounts
are given to those who shop with Sean’s
personal sponsors.

The team is personable & professional &
work together to make the trip as fun &
memorable as possible.

Safety is the #1 concern & all possible
measures are taken to ensure that everyone
is taken care of.

Sean teaches you the same tips &
techniques he shares during his corporate
presentations around the world.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
SWARNER EXPEDITIONS, LLC
AND THE CANCERCLIMBER ASSOCIATION

Swarner Expeditions and
CancerClimber offer a trip of a
lifetime. Journey up Mt.
Kilimanjaro with a team of
expert guides over a 6 day
timeframe and then spend
another 5 touring the Serengeti,
Lake Manyara, and the
Ngorongoro Crater on a world
class safari. With over 1000
collective summits of the 19,341
ft mountain, Sean Swarner

Swarner Expeditions, LLC
Po Box 3051
Breckenridge, CO 80424

Kili@cancerclimber.org
www.seanswarner.com

and his team are highly familiar
with the terrain, wildlife and
safety measures required to
successfully reach the summit of
the highest peak in Africa.

THE CLIMB

THE SAFARI

A BIT ABOUT
CANCERCLIMBER
CANCERCLIMBER IS A UNIQUE NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO MOTIVATING
AND BRINGING HOPE TO CANCER SURVIVORS
AROUND THE WORLD
OUR MISSION IS TO HELP THOSE TOUCHED
BY CANCER BY FOCUSING ON LIVING AN
ACTIVE, HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
PLEASE VISIT

www.CancerClimber.org
TO DONATE AND GET INVOLVED IN THE
CAUSE

Most of us have been touched by
cancer in some way. In honor of
those loved ones, friends, colleagues,
neighbors and patients, Sean will put
the name of your given survivor or
victim on one of his infamous
CancerClimber flags for every $50.00
donated to the association. Everyone
going on the trip has the opportunity
to help raise money through
www.cancerclimber.org

by gaining sponsors donations

“Keep Climbing”
—Sean Swarner
Most of us have been touched by
cancer in some way; in honor of
those loved ones, friends,
colleagues, neighbors and
patients, Sean will put the name
of the given survivor or victim
on one of his infamous
CancerClimber flags for every
$50.00 donated to the

CLIMB FOR A CAUSE ON THIS ONCE IN A
LIFETIME ADVENTURE

Mt Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest mountain, is
a magnet for trekkers and climbers around
the world. This challenging trek (no technical
climbing involved) takes us along the
beautiful Machame Route through dense
tropical rainforests to the mighty snowcapped
summit at 19,341ft, for simply breathtaking
views. This is a tough but spectacularly
rewarding route. Upon reaching the summit
you will feel a sense of overwhelming
achievement; a truly unforgettable challenge.
EXPLORE THE SERENGETI & ALL IT HAS TO OFFER

Dates: July 17-30
Price: $5999 / person
plus flight, tips, personal items

The earth’s greatest gathering of terrestrial
wildlife roams freely on the golden savannas of
the Serengeti, and our dream safari is the
ultimate experience of this breathtaking land.
The expedition will take place right in the heart
of the action—see the massed herds of the great
migration, lions and hyenas calling in the night,
a billion stars overhead, and radiant sunsets.
With over 30 years of experience, we bring you
the most finely tuned itinerary, adjusted
seasonally, to ensure you the best wildlife
viewing possible.

